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Abstract

"Research is a series of false starts... of believed insights followed by pro-
found confusion, and in the best cases, some small movement in the frontier of
knowledge at the end." Unknown.

1 Introduction

These notes are ones that I have collected over the years in an attempt to teach
Growth and Development to the PhD students at the University of Minnesota. Specif-
ically, they are what I use as a broad outline for the course Econ 8311, which I teach
as (mostly) a theory course on growth models.

I try to do several distinct, yet important, things with this class. These are:

1. Give students some basic understanding of the intellectual underpinnings be-
hind the emergence of a new class of models in the 1980's and 1990's, those
in which the rate of growth of output in the economy was endogenously deter-
mined.

2. Give students some basic knowledge of the general model features that are
necessary in order to be at all successful in constructing such a model.

3. Give students some background knowledge of a subset of those models that
have been built and used in the past.

4. Give students a 'feel' for what it is like to DO research. By this I mean that
you try things, they fail, you learn something from the attempt, you try again,
you fail again.... etc. This is a natural part of the 'process' of doing research.
You have to go into it with your eyes open and not be afraid to try for fear of
failure.
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5. The value of very simple examples in understanding why you have the failures
and successes in 4.

From a factual point of view, one of the key di®erences between rich and poor
countries is that their levels of 'TFP' is di®erent. Many people nowadays seem to
be in agreement that this is not a very deep statement{ at least as a 'root cause'
of development failure. It leads us immediately to the question: Why is the level of
TFP di®erent in di®erent times in the same place, or in di®erent places at the same
time? That is, in the end, TFP is just a mechanical operation applied to a time series
of aggregate variables. It 'correctly identi¯es' the source of growth only if it is both
exogenous to the time/place and if the techonology is Cobb-Douglas (and also if the
inputs and outputs are correctly measured). So, another way of phrasing the basic
question is: Why is measured TFPit dependent on (i; t)? Answering this question is,
in my view, what is at the heart of Endogenous Growth Theory.

For these reason, these notes have a rather odd structure.
They begin with a short discussion of what the research program is in general,

a quick review of the Cass-Koopmans model and then launch into a series of failed
attempts to construct models that endogenize the rate of technological progress in
that model.

We see pretty quickly that this is a non-trivial task, and for very fundamental
reasons.

When we try to construct models to try and understand these cross country
di®erences it is important that that attempt be guided by some basic knowledge of
some factual information. Some of that information is historical in nature, another
part is more comparative. In sum, what I want is a series of tables. Thus, the
notes below begin with a talbe that describes facts only (and only a small, suggestive
subset of the potential facts at that). These are to be kept in mind as we go along
in our model building process. Subsequently, tables need to be constructed for each
candidate model which describe what the facts WOULD look like if the model were
in fact the generating process for the world economy. These are presented as a group
(albeit very imperfectly) for the models at the end of the notes.

When I teach the class... I want that process of discovery to be 'live' { that is,
they don't know ahead of time what the °aws in the attempts will be, etc. Indeed,
the series of failed attempts is somewhat di®erent every time I teach the class. I
respond to suggestions by the students about how to alter the approach when we
reach a road block. This makes it (I hope) a fun learning experience for everyone.

Because I want it to be 'live' they don't get these notes until after we are done.
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2 Cross Country Data

The basic source for these facts would be something like the Penn World Tables and
its descendants (e.g., Barro and Lee, etc.)

Thus, what I want is something like the following:

Models: !!! Cass-Koopmans Ak A(k; h) Romer Lucas Other?
Country Heterogeneity ##

Initial Conditions
Technology
Preferences
Policy: Taxes

Policy: Spending
Policy: In°ation

Where in each entry of the Table, there is a further Table which looks like:
Data Model

° =?
yit
yjt

=?
wn
y =?

TFP it =?
yi1960 vs. ¹°60¡95 =?
y i1960 vs. Rit =?
x
y vs. y =?
x
y vs. ° =?

Educ: vs. y =?
°n vs. y =?
°n vs. ° =?

This list is VERY incomplete, and just includes some of the things that I, person-
ally ¯nd interesting, and some things that everyone seems to include when they do
empirical studies of growth and development on cross sectional, country, data.

2.1 Data Table

I think that for the Data version, we would have:
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Data Model
° =? 1:02 varied
yit
yjt

=? 1 to 50
wn
y =? ¼ 0:67?

TFP it =? varied
yi1960 vs. ¹°60¡95 =? no relationship
y i1960 vs. Rit =? no relationship? (risk)
x
y vs. y =? corr(xy ; y) > 0?
x
y vs. ° =? corr(xy ; °) > 0?

Educ: vs. y =? corr(Ed; y) > 0?
°n vs. y =? corr(°n; y) < 0?
°n vs. ° =? corr(°n; °) < 0?

3 The Cass-Koopmans Model and Implications for
Cross Country Heterogeneity

Here I outline the basics of the standard single sector growth model with exogenous
technological change and try to develop some simple predictions that the model has
for cross country observations for di®erent sources of heterogeneity.

3.1 The Cass-Koopmans Model

Here the equilibrium version of the model is:

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt)g1t=0
Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; xkt)g1t=0 = zHH

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cft ; xfkt; kft ; nft )g1t=0 = zf , j = 1; :::; J

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xkt;nt ;`t)g1t=0U((ct; `t)
1
t=0)

subject to:
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P1
t=0 pt [ct + xkt] · P1

t=0 [rtkt + wtnt] +¦

kt+1 · (1¡ ±k)kt + xkt

nt + `t · 1;

k0 ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Maxf(cft ;xfkt ;kft ;nft )g1t=0
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
kt)¡ rtkft ¡wtnft

i

subject to: cft + x
f
kt · B

³
kft

´®
(Atnft )1¡®:

AND

ct = cft

xt = xfkt

kt = kft

¦ =
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
kt)¡ rtkft ¡wtnft

i

As is standard, assuming that F is CRS and weakly concave, this equilibrium can
be found by following the planner's problem:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xkt;nt ;`t)g1t=0U((ct; `t)
1
t=0)

subject to:

ct + xkt · Bk®t (Atnt)1¡®

kt+1 · (1¡ ±k)kt + xkt

nt + `t · 1;

k0 ¯xed.

Assuming that U(c; `) = P
t ¯t
c1¡¾t
1¡¾ v(`)

the ¯rst order conditions for a solution are:

Uct
1 = U`t

F`t
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Uct = Uct+1 [1 ¡ ±k +Fkt+1]

or, given the speci¯c functional forms,

¯tc¡¾t v (`t) (1¡ ®)BA1¡®
t

h
kt

1¡`t

i®
= ¯t c

1¡¾
t
1¡¾ v

0(`t)

and,

¯tc¡¾t v (`t) = ¯t+1c¡¾t+1v (`t+1)
·
1 ¡ ±k + ®A1¡®

t+1B
h
1¡ t̀+1
kt+1

i1¡®¸

OR

(1¡ ®)(1¡ ¾)B
h
kt
At

i®
= ct
At

(1¡`t)v0( t̀)
v( t̀)

and,
h
ct+1
ct

i¾ v(`t)
v(`t+1)

= ¯
·
1¡ ±k + ®B(1 ¡ `t+1)1¡®

h
kt+1
At+1

i®¡1¸

These, coupled with the feasibility constraints, renormalized, and at equality:

ct
At

+ xkt
At

= B
h
kt
At

i®
(1¡ `t)1¡®

kt+1
At+1

At+1
At

= (1 ¡ ±k) ktAt +
xkt
At

Are the necessary conditions that a solution must satisfy (and are su±cient with
the Transversality Condition).

3.1.1 Balanced Growth

In some cases, the solution to the equations have a stationarity propery. Assume
that At = (1 + g)t and de¯ne new variables, k̂t = kt=(1 + g)t, ĉt = ct=(1 + g)t, and
x̂kt = xkt=(1 + g)t. Then, the equations above can be rewritten as:

(1¡ ®)(1¡ ¾)B
h
k̂t

i®
= ĉt (1¡`t)v

0( t̀)
v( t̀)

and,
h
ĉt+1
ĉt

(1 + g)¡1
i¾ v(`t)
v(`t+1)

= ¯
·
1¡ ±k + ®B(1¡ `t+1)1¡®

h
k̂t+1

i®¡1¸

These, coupled with the feasibility constraints, renormalized, and at equality:

ĉt + x̂kt = B
h
k̂t

i®
(1 ¡ `t)1¡®
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(1 + g)k̂t+1 = (1¡ ±k)k̂t + x̂kt

A Balanced Growth Path is when, in the solution to the maxiziation problem, the
variables k̂t, ĉt, x̂kt, and `t, are constant over time.

In this case then, we have

x̂ = (g + ±k)k̂,

This allows us to completely eliminate x̂ from the system (and drop an equation):

(1 + g)¡¾ = ¯
·
1 ¡ ±k +®B

h
1¡`
k̂

i1¡®¸

ĉ+ (g+ ±k)k̂ = Bk̂®(1 ¡ `)1¡®

(1¡ ®)(1¡ ¾)Bk̂® = ĉ(1¡`)v
0(`)

v(`)

It can be seen that the ¯rst equation uniquely pins down an optimal capital
(detrended) labor ratio which depends only on the deep parameters of the model.

Typically, this system will uniquely pin down a k̂ as a function of the parameters
of the model and it follows that IF k0 = k̂, then the system is on the BGP for all t
(show this by guess and verify?). (Subject to the TC holding!) Again typically (when
exactly?) even if this restriction on initial conditions does NOT hold, the solution
converges to the BGP at t! 1.

The system simplifes when we also assume that leisure does not enter the utility
function. In this case, we have:

(1 + g)¡¾ = ¯
h
1¡ ±k +®Bk̂®¡1

i

ĉ+ (g+ ±k)k̂ = Bk̂®

Again, the ¯rst equation can be viewed as a restriction on initial conditions, and
if k0 = k̂¤ satis¯es this equation, it follows that the solution to the problem is given
by k̂t = k0 for all t, with ĉ given by the second equation.

Even if this does not hold, this is a standard time stationary single sector growth
model and hence it follows that k̂t ! k̂¤ in any case. Moreover, this convergence is
monotone. That is:

1. If k0 < k̂¤, then k0 < k̂1 < k̂2 < :::! k̂¤ and

2. If k0 > k̂¤, then k0 > k̂1 > k̂2 > :::! k̂¤
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Thus, k̂t
k̂¤

! 1, or kt=(1+g)
t

k̂¤
! 1, or

log(kt=(1 + g)t) ¡ log(k̂¤) ! 0, or,

log(kt)¡ t log(1 + g) ! log(k̂¤)

This convergence is 'from above' if k0 > k̂¤, and 'from below' if k0 < k̂¤

De¯ne ¹°(k0; t) = 1
t [log(kt)¡ log(k0)]. This is the average rate of growth (in logs)

for the ¯rst t periods given that you start at initial condition k0.

Because of the pattern of convergence to the BGP described above, it is typically
the case that

¹°(k0; t) > log(1 + g) if k0 < k̂¤

and

¹°(k0; t) < log(1 + g) if k0 > k̂¤

4 Heterogeneity in Cass-Koopmans

Here we study what the data would like if the economic data for each country in the
world was a Cass-Koopmans model. Of course, since di®erent countries have di®erent
data, the particular versions of the Cass-Koopmans model will have to be di®erent for
each country. And what the data will look like will naturally depend on just exactly
how that heterogeneity is introduced.

4.1 Initial Condition Heterogeneity in C-K

We'll restrict our attention to the inelastic labor supply case.
That is we assume that the data from country i is generated from a C-K model

in which all of the parameters (¾; ¯; ®; ±; B; (1 + g); v) are all the same, but ki0 may
di®er across i0s.

1. What is y
i
t
yjt
?

2. What is the pattern between yit and ¹°t;t+s = 1
s

h
log(y it+s)¡ log(y it)

i
, the average

growth rate between periods t and t+ s.
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3. What is the relationship between interest rates, 1 + Rit = 1 ¡ ±k + F ik(t) and
yit?

OTHER QUESTIONS?

Here we ¯nd that y
i
t
yjt

= BA1¡®t ki®t
BA1¡®t kj®t

= ki®t
kj®t

=
·
kit
kjt

¸®
, or equivalently, k

i
t
kjt

=
·
yit
yjt

¸1=®
.

So, you can have large output di®erences, but these are accompanied by large capital
di®erences too. Below I discuss how large these must be.

We also ¯nd that there is a negative relationship between yit and ¹°t;t+s = 1
s

h
log(y it+s)¡ log(y it)

i

the average growth rate between periods t and t+ s because of the description above
about convergence to the BGP from initial conditions. And we ¯nd that the rela-
tionship between interest rates, 1 + Rit = 1 ¡ ±k + F ik(t) and y it is also negative.

Moreover, for quantitatively interesting versions of the model, this relationships
are quite sigini¯cant.

Thus, if we see, for example that two countries have di®erences in income of say,
10, then they would have to have di®erences in capital stocks of (10)1=®. Assuming
that ® = :33, this means that

kit
kjt

=
·
yit
yjt

¸1=®
= [10]3 = 1; 000

and if it is 30, we have:

kit
kjt

=
·
yit
yjt

¸1=®
= [30]3 = 27; 000, etc.

This depends on alpha, and is less outrageous when ® is larger, but even at ® = 1,
i.e., the Ak model, it is still pretty large for large income gaps.

Similar reasoning holds for rates of return. Note that

rit = F ik(kit; 1) = ®
F i(kit ;1)
kit

= ®A(k
i
t)
®

kit
= ®(kit)®¡1,

and hence,

rit
rjt

= ®(kit)
®¡1

®(kjt )®¡1
=

·
kit
kjt

¸®¡1
. In terms of income ratios, using what we did above,

we see that

rit
rjt

=
·
kit
kjt

¸®¡1
=

"·
yit
yjt

¸1=®#®¡1
=

·
yit
yjt

¸(®¡1)=®
=

·
yjt
yit

¸(1¡®)=®
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Thus, with ® = 0:33 this becomes:

rit
rjt

=
·
yjt
yit

¸(1¡®)=®
=

·
yjt
yit

¸(1¡:33)=:33
=

·
yjt
yit

¸2
:

Hence, an income ratio of 10 corresponds to a ratio of rental rates on capital of
100 (with the low income country having the higher rental rate on capital, an income
ratio of 30 corresponds to a ratio of rental rates on capital of 900, etc.

Recalling that the interest rate is given by:

1 + Rit = 1 ¡ ±k + rit;

we see that for a country like the US, with Rit = :04 (4%), and ±k = :08, we must
have rUSt = :12. For any other country, i, we have

1+Rit = 1¡±k+rit = 1¡±k+rUSt
h
yUSt
yit

i2
= 1¡:08+:12

h
yUSt
yit

i2
= 0:92+:12

h
yUSt
yit

i2

For example, for
h
yUSt
yit

i
= 10 and 30, respectively we get:

1 + Rit = 0:92 + :12
h
yUSt
yit

i2
= 0:92 + :12 ¤ 100 = 12:92

Or, Rit = 11:92 ¤ 100 = 1192% per year.

1 + Rit = 0:92 + :12
h
yUSt
yit

i2
= 0:92 + :12 ¤ 900 = 108:92

Or, Rit = 107:92 ¤ 100 = 10; 792% per year.

Again, these calculations are sensitive to what ® is assumed to be. See Table.

4.1.1 Di®erences in A in C-K

Next, we'll look at what the data would look like if the only di®erences in countries
was in A. Thus, we will assume that ki0 = k

j
0 for all i; j.

In this case,

yit
yjt

= Ait(kit)
®

Ajt(kjt )®
= Ait
Ajt

·
kit
kjt

¸®

Assume that Ait = Ai0(1 + g)t, that is the trend growth rate is the same in all
countries, we see that the balanced growth equations are:
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(1 + g)¡¾ = ¯
·
1 ¡ ±k +®Ai0

³
k̂i

´®¡1¸

ĉ+ (g+ ±k)k̂ = Ai0
³
k̂i

´®

Where, as above, k̂i = kit
(1+g)t .

Recall that the equilibrium path will correspond to the BGP if ki0 = k̂i. In this
case, kit = (1 + g)tk̂i for all t. Even if ki0 6= k̂i, this should be approximately true?

Using the BGP equations for the two countries and noting that all other param-
eters are assumed to be the same, we see that

¯
·
1¡ ±k + ®Ai0

³
k̂i

´®¡1¸
= (1 + g)¡¾ = ¯

·
1¡ ±k + ®Aj0

³
k̂j

´®¡1¸

or,

¯
·
1¡ ±k + ®Ai0

³
k̂i

´®¡1¸
= ¯

·
1 ¡ ±k + ®Aj0

³
k̂j

´®¡1¸

or,

Ai0
³
k̂i

´®¡1
= Aj0

³
k̂j

´®¡1

or,
h
k̂i
k̂j

i®¡1
= Aj0
Ai0
, and so,

h
k̂i
k̂j

i
=

·
Aj0
Ai0

¸1=(®¡1)

Thus, in this case,

yit
yjt

= Ait(kit)
®

Ajt(kjt )
® = Ait

Ajt

·
kit
kjt

¸®
= Ait
Ajt

·
kit
kjt

¸®
= (1+g)tAi0

(1+g)tAj0

·
(1+g)tki0
(1+g)tkj0

¸®

= Ai0
Aj0

·
ki0
kj0

¸®
= Ai0
Aj0

h
k̂i
k̂j

i®
= Ai0
Aj0

"·
Aj0
Ai0

¸1=(®¡1)#®
= Ai0
Aj0

·
Aj0
Ai0

¸®=(®¡1)

= Ai0
Aj0

·
Ai0
Aj0

¸®=(1¡®)
=

·
Ai0
Aj0

¸ 1¡®+®
1¡®

=
·
Ai0
Aj0

¸ ®
1¡®

From this, we can see that we need:

Ai0
Aj0

=
·
yit
yjt

¸ 1¡®
®
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Assuming that ® = 0:33, it follows that 1¡®
® = 0:67

0:33 = 2, and thus, if y
i
t
yjt

= 10, we
need

Ai0
Aj0

= 100, i.e., technology is 100 times more productive in the rich country
versus the poor one.

NEXT QUESTION:

What is the relationship between yi60 and °? It can be seen that if all countries
are on the BGP, then ° = (1+g) and hence there should be NO relationship between
them, i.e., the relationship should be FLAT.

NEXT QUESTION:

Interest rates? Assuming that all countries are on their BGP's, we have that

1 + Rit =
pt
pt+1

= uc(t)
¯uc(t+1) =

1
¯ (1 + g)

¾

Thus, there should be no relationship between yi60 and Rit.

NEXT QUESTION:

Measured TFP?

log(TFP it ) = log(y it)¡ :33 log(kit)¡ :67 log(nit) = log
h
Ait(k

i
t)
:33(nit)

:67

(kit):33(n
i
t):67

i
= log(Ait)

So, this delivers d°=dy = 0 and dR=dy = 0 and big yi=yj, but you need pretty big
di®erences in A0s:

4.1.2 Di®erences in ¯ in C-K

The BGP equations are:

(1 + g)¡¾ = ¯i
·
1¡ ±k + ®A0

³
k̂i

´®¡1¸

ĉ+ (g+ ±k)k̂ = A0

³
k̂i

´®

1. Thus, a higher value of ¯i will be associated with a higher value of k̂i and thus
a higher value of yit for all t. What does this relationship look like?

¯i
·
1 ¡ ±k +®A0

³
k̂i

´®¡1¸
= ¯j

·
1¡ ±k +®A0

³
k̂j

´®¡1¸
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Assume that ±k = 1?

Then,
·³
k̂j
k̂i

´1¡®¸
= ¯j
¯i

or,

k̂j
k̂i

=
h
¯j
¯i

i1=(1¡®)

Thus,

yit
yjt

= (1+g)tA0(k̂i)®
(1+g)tA0(k̂j)® =

h
k̂i
k̂j

i®
=

h
¯i
¯j

i ®
(1¡®) =

h
¯i
¯j

i0:5

Thus, it would be impossibly di±cult to get the observed di®erences in yit from
only di®erences across countries in ¯ 0s.

y vs. °? there should be no relationship on BGP's.

Interest rates? Assuming that all countries are on their BGP's, we have that

1 + Rit =
pt
pt+1

= uc(t)
¯iuc(t+1)

= 1
¯i(1 + g)¾

So, those countries with higher ¯ 0s should have lower interest rates.

TFP? Is equal to At in all countries.

5 Adding Fiscal Policy to Cass-Koopmans

Here the equilibrium version of the model is:

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt)g1t=0
Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; xkt)g1t=0 = zHH

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cft ; xfkt; kft ; nft )g1t=0 = zf ,

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:
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Maxf(ct ;kt;xkt;nt ;`t)g1t=0U((ct; `t)
1
t=0)

subject to:
P1
t=0 pt [ct + xkt] · P1

t=0 [(1¡ ¿ kt)rtkt + (1¡ ¿ nt)wtnt + Tt] + ¦

kt+1 · (1¡ ±k)kt + xkt

`t + nt · 1

k0 ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Maxf(cft ;xfkt ;kft ;nft )g1t=0
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
kt)¡ rtkft ¡wtnft

i

subject to: cft + x
f
kt · B

³
kft

´®
(Atnft )1¡®:

AND

gt + ct = cft

xt = xfkt

xht = xfht

¦ = P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
kt + x

f
ht) ¡ rtkft ¡ wtnft

i

P
t [ptgt + Tt] =

P
t [¿ ktrtkt + ¿ ntwtnt]

the ¯rst order conditions for a solution are:

Uct
1 = U`t

(1¡¿nt)F`t

Uct = Uct+1 [1 ¡ ±k + (1 ¡ ¿kt+1)Fkt+1]

or, given the speci¯c functional forms,

¯tc¡¾t v (`t) (1¡ ®)BA1¡®
t

h
kt

1¡`t

i®
(1¡ ¿nt) = ¯t c

1¡¾
t
1¡¾ v

0(`t)

and,
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¯tc¡¾t v (`t) = ¯t+1c¡¾t+1v (`t+1)
·
1 ¡ ±k + (1¡ ¿ kt+1)®A1¡®

t+1B
h
1¡`t+1
kt+1

i1¡®¸

OR

(1¡ ®)(1¡ ¾)B
h
kt
At

i®
(1 ¡ ¿nt) = ct

At
(1¡ t̀)v0( t̀)
v(`t)

and,
h
ct+1
ct

i¾ v(`t)
v(`t+1)

= ¯
·
1¡ ±k + (1¡ ¿kt+1)®B(1¡ `t+1)1¡®

h
kt+1
At+1

i®¡1¸

These, coupled with the feasibility constraints, renormalized, and at equality:

ct
At

+ xkt
At

+ gt
At

= B
h
kt
At

i®
(1 ¡ `t)1¡®

kt+1
At+1

At+1
At

= (1 ¡ ±k) ktAt +
xkt
At

The government budget constraint is redundant and can be dropped.

Are the necessary conditions that a solution must satisfy (and are su±cient with
the Transversality Condition).

5.1 Balanced Growth

In some cases, the solution to the equations have a stationarity propery. Typically,
this will require that the policy variables also satisfy some sort of stationarity as-
sumption. We will assume that ¿ nt = ¿ n, ¿ kt = ¿k and will assume that At = (1+g)t
and de¯ne new variables, k̂t = kt=(1 + g)t, ĉt = ct=(1 + g)t, x̂kt = xkt=(1 + g)t,
ĝt = gt=(1 + g)t Then, the equations above can be rewritten as:

(1¡ ®)(1¡ ¾)B
h
k̂t

i®
(1 ¡ ¿n) = ĉt (1¡ t̀)v

0( t̀)
v(`t)

and,
h
ĉt+1
ĉt

(1 + g)¡1
i¾ v(`t)
v(`t+1)

= ¯
·
1¡ ±k + (1¡ ¿ k)®B(1 ¡ `t+1)1¡®

h
k̂t+1

i®¡1¸

These, coupled with the feasibility constraints, renormalized, and at equality:

ĉt + x̂kt + ĝt = B
h
k̂t

i®
(1¡ `t)1¡®

(1 + g)k̂t+1 = (1¡ ±k)k̂t + x̂kt
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A Balanced Growth Path is when, in the solution to the maxiziation problem, the
variables k̂t, ĉt, x̂kt, and `t, are constant over time. This will typically require that ĝt
is constant, i.e., gt grows at rate (1 + g)t.

In this case then, we have

x̂ = (g + ±k)k̂,

This allows us to completely eliminate x̂ from the system (and drop an equation):

(1 + g)¡¾ = ¯
·
1 ¡ ±k + (1 ¡ ¿k)®B

h
1¡`
k̂

i1¡®¸

ĉ+ (g+ ±k)k̂ + ĝ = Bk̂®(1 ¡ `)1¡®

(1¡ ®)(1¡ ¾)Bk̂®(1 ¡ ¿ n) = ĉ(1¡ )̀v0( )̀
v( )̀

It can be seen that the ¯rst equation uniquely pins down an optimal capital
(detrended) labor ratio which depends only on the deep parameters of the model and
the policy variables.

Typically, this system will uniquely pin down a k̂ as a function of the parameters
of the model and it follows that IF k0 = k̂, then the system is on the BGP for all t
(show this by guess and verify?). (Subject to the TC holding!) Again typically (when
exactly?) even if this restriction on initial conditions does NOT hold, the solution
converges to the BGP at t! 1.

The system simplifes when we also assume that leisure does not enter the utility
function. In this case, we have:

(1 + g)¡¾ = ¯
h
1¡ ±k + (1¡ ¿k)®Bk̂®¡1

i

ĉ+ (g+ ±k)k̂ = Bk̂®

Again, the ¯rst equation can be viewed as a restriction on initial conditions, and
if k0 = k̂¤ satis¯es this equation, it follows that the solution to the problem is given
by k̂t = k0 for all t, with ĉ given by the second equation.

Even if this does not hold, in some cases, even with active ¯scal policy, it can be
shown that this model behaves as does a standard single sector growth model under
certain additional restrictions on the ¯scal policy variables. For example, if Tt = 0
for all t, ¿kt = ¿ nt = ¿ for all t; and ptgt = ¿wtnt + ¿ rtkt for all t (recall that nt = 1).
Thus, if there is a proportional income tax, and period by period balanced budget
holds (and there are no transfers or lump sum taxes), then this model has the same
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equilibrium path as one without taxes but instead has a di®erent feasibility constraint
given by:

ct + xkt · (1 ¡ ¿)BF (kt; Atnt)

Since this is now a standard time stationary single sector growth model and hence
it follows that k̂t ! k̂¤ in any case. Moreover, this convergence is monotone. That is:

1. If k0 < k̂¤, then k0 < k̂1 < k̂2 < :::! k̂¤ and

2. If k0 > k̂¤, then k0 > k̂1 > k̂2 > :::! k̂¤

Thus, k̂t
k̂¤

! 1, or kt=(1+g)
t

k̂¤
! 1, or

log(kt=(1 + g)t) ¡ log(k̂¤) ! 0, or,

log(kt)¡ t log(1 + g) ! log(k̂¤)

This convergence is 'from above' if k0 > k̂¤, and 'from below' if k0 < k̂¤

De¯ne ¹°(k0; t) = 1
t [log(kt)¡ log(k0)]. This is the average rate of growth (in logs)

for the ¯rst t periods given that you start at initial condition k0.

Because of the pattern of convergence to the BGP described above, it is typically
the case that

¹°(k0; t) > log(1 + g) if k0 < k̂¤

and

¹°(k0; t) < log(1 + g) if k0 > k̂¤

5.1.1 What would have happened with n endogenous?

This could have been asked in the context of any of the experiments above.
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6 Including Technological Knowledge in a Com-
petitive Model: Some False Starts

How might we 'endogenize' the technology, and it's change in the one sector growth
model?

What follows here is some notes of a loose discussion that was carried out in
Econ 8311. Some of the tries were kind of stupid, mostly the ones I suggested. The
students tend to have more common sense than I do.. so their suggestions were not
in the category of 'obviously totally °awed from the beginning.'

6.1 First Try:

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt; rAt )g1t=0

Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; xt; `t; nt)g1t=0 = zHH

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cft ; xft ; kft ; nft )g1t=0 = zf

Quantity decisions for the R&D ¯rms: f(ARDt ; kRDt ; nRDt )g1t=0 = zRD

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xt;`t;nt)g1t=0
U((ct; `t)1t=0)

subject to:
P1
t=0 pt [ct + xt] · P1

t=0 [rtkt + wtnt] + ¦

kt+1 · (1¡ ±)kt + xt

nt + `t · 1

k0 ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

18



Maxf(cft ;xft ;kft ;nft )g1t=0

P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + xft )¡ rtkft ¡ wtnft

i

subject to: cft + x
f
t · AftF (kft ; nft )

3) zRD is the solution to:

Maxf(ARDt ;kRDt ;nRDt )g1t=0
P1
t=0

h
rAt ARDt ¡ rtkRDt ¡ wtnRDt

i

subject to: ARDt · G(ARDt ; kRDt ; nRDt )

AND

ct = cft

xt = xft

kt = kft + kRDt

nt = nft + nRDt

Aft = ARDt

¦ = P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + xft ) ¡ rtkft ¡ wtnft

i
+ P1

t=0

h
rAt ARDt ¡ rtkRDt ¡ wtnRDt

i

= ¦f + ¦RD

where

¦f =
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + xft ) ¡ rtkft ¡ wtnft

i

and,

¦RD =
P1
t=0

h
rAt ARDt ¡ rtkRDt ¡ wtnRDt

i
:

Problems:

1. Although the ¯rm seems to be using the output of the R&D sector, since
we have the feasibility equation: Aft = ARDt¡1 included, they don't seem to be either
choosing it, or buying it. It is not in the list of their choice variables!

2. The R&D ¯rm seems to be using it too. Since it appears both on the RHS of
the ¯rm's constraint, and on both sides of the R&D ¯rms constraint!

3. Doesn't it follow that the R&D ¯rm isn't getting any net revenue or something?
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4. Does the R&D ¯rm 'own' ARD0 ? That's what it looks like. This is not the usual
way to model factors. We could probably give the households ownership of ARD0 and
have them sell it once and for all to the RD ¯rms in period 0, etc etc.

5. There is no 'source' for revenue for the R&D ¯rm!

Because of this:

Claim 1 There is no equilibrium of this form.

Formally: Assume that AF (k; n) is CRS in (k; n). (I guess this would be the
idea...) Then, it follows as usual that in any equilibrium, ¦f = 0.

Then, it follows that in any equilibrium if one should exist, that

pt(cft + x
f
t ) = rtk

f
t +wtn

f
t .

From feasibility, we have that cft = ct, xft = xt, kt = kft + kRDt and nt = nft +
nRDt , and hence, using the HH budget constraint at equality (from monotonicity of
preferences), we get that:

P1
t=0 pt [ct + xt] =

P1
t=0 [rtkt +wtnt] + ¦

P1
t=0 pt

h
cft + x

f
t

i
= P1

t=0

h
rtkft +wtn

f
t

i
+P1

t=0

h
rtkRDt + wtnRDt

i
+¦

0 =
P1
t=0

h
rtkRDt + wtnRDt

i
+¦f +¦RD

0 = P1
t=0

h
rtkRDt + wtnRDt

i
+¦RD .

But, P1
t=0

h
rtkRDt + wtnRDt

i
> 0 and hence ¦RD < 0 a contradiction of pro¯t

maximization on the part of the R&D ¯rm. We are assuming that the RD ¯rm can
get non-negative pro¯ts by setting kRDt = nRDt = 0 for all t.

Thus, there can be no equilibrium of this sort.

We assumed:

1) U is strictly monotone

2) AF (k; n) is CRS in (k; n).

3) ¦RD(0; 0) ¸ 0.

Basic Problem Was: No one was paying for RD.
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6.2 Try # 2: Making f pay for Af :

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt; rAt )g1t=0

Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; xt; `t; nt)g1t=0 = zHH

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cft ; xft ; kft ; nft ; Aft )g1t=0 = zf

Quantity decisions for the R&D ¯rms: f(ARDt ; kRDt ; nRDt )g1t=0 = zRD

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xt;`t;nt)g1t=0
U((ct; `t)1t=0)

subject to:
P1
t=0 pt [ct + xt] · P1

t=0 [rtkt + wtnt] + ¦

kt+1 · (1¡ ±)kt + xt

nt + `t · 1

k0 ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Maxf(cft ;xft ;kft ;nft ;Aft )g1t=0

P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
t )¡ rtkft ¡ wtnft ¡ rAt Aft

i

subject to: cft + x
f
t · AftF (kft ; nft )

3) zRD is the solution to:

Maxf(ARDt ;kRDt ;nRDt )g1t=0
P1
t=0

h
rAt ARDt ¡ rtkRDt ¡ wtnRDt

i

subject to: ARDt · G(ARDt ; kRDt ; nRDt )

ARD0 is ¯xed.

AND
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ct = cft

xt = xft

kt = kft + kRDt

nt = nft + nRDt

Aft = ARDt

¦ =
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
t ) ¡ rtkft ¡ wtnft ¡ rAt Aft

i
+

P1
t=0

h
rAt ARDt ¡ rtkRDt ¡ wtnRDt

i

Problems:

1. This seems to have ¯xed some of the problems.... At least there is now a source
of revenue for the R&D ¯rm. But, ARD still seems to be being used twice, once by
the R&D ¯rm, once by the output ¯rm. Is this a problem?

2. AF (k; n) is IRS in (A; k; n)

Claim 2 There is no equilibrium of this form.

Formally: Assume that AF (k; n) is CRS in (k; n).

From the maximization problem of the ¯rm:

i. Suppose that p¿(cf¿ + xf¿) > r¿kf¿ +w¿nf¿ for some ¿ .

Then notice that by changing plans to (2cf¿ ; 2xf¿ ; 2kf¿ ; 2nf¿ ; Af¿ ), leaving (c
f
t ; x
f
t ; k
f
t ; n

f
t ; A

f
t )

unchanged for other t's, pro¯ts are higher, a contradiction.

ii. Suppose that p¿(cf¿ + xf¿) < r¿kf¿ + w¿nf¿ for some ¿ .

Then notice that by changing plans to (0; 0; 0; 0; Af¿), in period ¿ leaving (cft ; x
f
t ; k
f
t ; n

f
t ; A

f
t )

unchanged for other t's, pro¯ts are higher, a contradiction. (This uses the assumption
that F (0; 0) = 0.)

iii. Suppose that p¿(cf¿ + xf¿) = r¿kf¿ + w¿nf¿ for all ¿ .

Then,

¦f =
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
t ) ¡ rtkft ¡ wtnft ¡ rAt Aft

i
=

P1
t=0 rAt A

f
t < 0.
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Thus, again, there can be no equilibrium of this sort.

This came from the fact that the true production function of the ¯rm is now IRS,
the constraint is:

yft · AftF (kft ; nft ), which is strictly IRS in (A; k; n).

We assumed:

1) AF (k; n) is CRS in (k; n).

That's it?

6.3 Try 3: Making F and G CRS:

Getting rid of the IRS in the output sector (and also the A sector):

Can we ¯x this by changing the form of the production function for the output
sector? I.e., suppose that the constraint is of the form yft · F (Aft ; kft ; nft ) with
F (A; k; n) CRS in the three factors.

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt; rAt )g1t=0

Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; xt; `t; nt)g1t=0 = zHH

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cft ; xft ; kft ; nft ; Aft )g1t=0 = zf

Quantity decisions for the R&D ¯rms: f(ARDt ; kRDt ; nRDt )g1t=0 = zRD

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xt;`t;nt)g1t=0
U((ct; `t)1t=0)

subject to:
P1
t=0 pt [ct + xt] · P1

t=0 [rtkt + wtnt] + ¦

kt+1 · (1¡ ±)kt + xt
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nt + `t · 1

k0 ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Maxf(cft ;xft ;kft ;nft ;Aft )g1t=0

P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + xft )¡ rtkft ¡ wtnft ¡ pAt Aft

i

subject to: cft + x
f
t · F (Aft ; kft ; nft )

3) zRD is the solution to:

Maxf(ARDt ;kRDt ;nRDt )g1t=0
P1
t=0

h
rAt ARDt ¡ rtkRDt ¡ wtnRDt

i

subject to: ARDt+1 · G(ARDt ; kRDt ; nRDt )

ARD0 is ¯xed.

AND

ct = cft

xt = xft

kt = kft + kRDt

nt = nft + nRDt

Aft = ARDt

¦ =
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
t ) ¡ rtkft ¡ wtnft ¡ rAt Aft

i
+

P1
t=0

h
rAt ARDt ¡ rtkRDt ¡ wtnRDt

i

Problems:

1. Still, it seems like ARDt is getting used 'twice' once by the output ¯rm, once by
the R&D ¯rm. It looks to me like it is internally consistent, in that an equilibrium
might exist, but since ARDt is a public good between the y ¯rm and the RD ¯rms,
there is no guarantee that the equilibrium will be e±cient. Try this... see what goes
wrong with the First Welfare Theorem if you try and prove it! *****

***** Pricila conjectured that this IS e±cient? Is she right? ******

***** Roozbeh conjectured that there is no equilibrium. Is he Right? ******
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Is this correct? Is this model equivalent to one in which the R&D ¯rm has a convex
technology but produces two outputs, (Af ; ARD) and these are perfect complements
in output? I.e., the constraints are:

max(Aft+1; ARDt+1) ·G(ARDt ; kRDt ; nRDt )????

And feasibility is still Aft+1 = ARDt+1?

2. Because of this, the equilibrium outcome will depend on the industrial structure
too. I.e., it will be di®erent if the R&D ¯rm is merged with the y ¯rm or if it is
separate?

3. How would we adapt this to multiple ¯rms in each sector?

6.4 Try #4: Merging the Firms

****** Pricila conjectured that this is the same as Try #3, is she right? Francesca
also seemed to think that this was true in a conversation after class. *****

Just like Try #3, except the two ¯rms are merged into one with the aggregate
feasibilty constraint on A no longer applicable, but having it appear in the constraints
of the ¯rm instead:

R&D inside the output ¯rms:

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt)g1t=0

Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; xt; `t; nt)g1t=0 = zHH

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cft ; xft ; kft ; kRDt ; nft ; nRDt ; Aft )g1t=0 = zf

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xt;`t;nt)g1t=0
U((ct; `t)1t=0)

subject to:
P1
t=0 pt [ct + xt] · P1

t=0 [rtkt + wtnt] + ¦
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kt+1 · (1¡ ±)kt + xt

nt + `t · 1

k0 ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Maxf(cft ;xft ;kft ;kRDt ;nft ;nRDt ;Aft )g1t=0
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
t ) ¡ rt(kft + kRDf ) ¡ wt(nft + nRDt )

i

subject to: cft + xft · F (Aft ; kft ; nft ), and,

ARDt+1 · G(Ardt ; kRDt ; nRDt )

Aft + Ardt · ARDt

ARD0 is ¯xed.

AND

ct = cft

xt = xft

kt = kft + kRDt

nt = nft + nRDt

¦ =
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
t ) ¡ rt(kft + kRDt ) ¡ wt(nft + nRDt )

i
+

This is an internally consistent model as long as the standard assumptions are
satisi¯ed. In particular, this requires that F (A; k; n) andG(A; k; n) are CRS, concave,
etc., etc.

Problems:

1. We still have the bounded output problem that we identi¯ed in Try #4.

2. What if there is more than one ¯rm? See Try #6 below.
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7 Stepping Back a Bit

We seem to be having some consistent problems with this approach. What comes
next is some simpler examples to try and get some intuition for why this is true.

7.1 Basic Example:

Environment:

1. One 'period;'

2. Two 'sub-periods;'

3. No consumption in sub-period 1;

4. Labor in 2 sub-periods are perfect substitutes;

5. Capital in 2 sub-periods are perfect substitutes;

6. Two sectors: R&D, ¯nal output;

7. R&D Sector operates in sub-period 1;

8. Final output sector operates in sub-period 2;

9. Household endowed with labor, initial capital and initial A, interpreted as
knowledge or technology, or...

7.2 Example 1

An equilibrium is:

Prices: (p; r; w; rA0 ; rA1 )

Quantity decisions for the households: (c; k; `; n; AHH) = zHH;

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: (cf ; kf ; nf ; Af1) = zf ;

Quantity decisions for the R&D ¯rms: (ARD0 ; ARD1 ; kRD; nRD) = zRD;
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Speci¯cations of pro¯ts for HH, output ¯rm, R&D ¯rm: (¦HH ;¦f ;¦RD);

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Max(c;k;`;n)U(c; `)

subject to:

pc · rk + wn + rA0AHH0 + ¦HH ;

n+ ` · 1;

k · k0 k0 ¯xed;

AHH · AHH0 AHH0 ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Max(cf ;kf ;nf ;Af1) pcf ¡ rkf ¡ wnf ¡ rA1 Af1

subject to: cf · Af1F (kf ; nf):

3) zRD is the solution to:

Max(ARD0 ;ARD1 ;kRD ;nRD) rA1 ARD1 ¡ rkRD¡ wnRD ¡ rA0ARD0

subject to: ARD1 · G(ARD0 ; kRD; nRD):

AND

c = cf ;

k = kf + kRD;

n = nf + nRD;

Af1 = ARD1 ;

AHH = ARD0 ;

¦HH = ¦f +¦RD;

¦f = pcf ¡ rkf ¡ wnf ¡ rA1 Af1;
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¦RD = rA1 ARD1 ¡ rkRD ¡ wnRD¡ rA0 ARD0 :

Problems:

1. What does it mean to sell A?

2. Can the household sell its knowledge independent of its time?

FOC's

Max(c;k;`;n)U(c; 1¡ n)

pc · rk0 +wn + rA0AHH0 + ¦HH ; (¸)

c : Uc = p¸

n : U` = w¸

BC : pc = rk0 +wn + rA0AHH0 + ¦f + ¦RD :

c : Uc=p = ¸;

n : Uc
U`

= p
w ;

BC : pc = rk0 +wn + rA0AHH0 + ¦f + ¦RD :

R&D Firm:

Max(ARD0 ;ARD1 ;kRD ;nRD) rA1 G(ARD0 ; kRD; nRD) ¡ rkRD ¡ wnRD¡ rA0 ARD0

nRD : rA1Gn = w;

kRD : rA1 Gk = r;

ARD0 : rA1 GA = rA0 :

Output Firm:

Max(kf ;nf ;Af1 ) pAf1F (kf ; nf) ¡ rkf ¡ wnf ¡ rA1Af1

kf : pAf1Fk = r;

nf : pAf1Fn = w;

Af1 : pF (kf ; nf) = rA1 ;
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Thus,

rA1A
f
1 = pAf1F (kf ; nf )

Thus,

¦f = pAf1F (kf ; nf) ¡ rkf ¡ wnf ¡ rA1 Af1 = ¡rkf ¡ wnf < 0

OOOOOPS!!!!!

Formally:
Claim: ASSUME that both F and G are CRS. Then, no equilibrium with

positive output{ cf > 0 { exists:

Proof: Suppose that an equilibrium does exist with cf . Since (cf ; kf ; nf ; Af1 ) =
(0; 0; 0; 0) is a feasible choice for the output ¯rm, and this generates ¦f = 0, it follows
that ¦f ¸ 0 must hold in equilibrium.

Case I: pcf > rkf +wnf .

In this case, since F is CRS, (¸cf ; ¸kf ; ¸nf ; Af1) is also feasible for the ¯rm for
any ¸ > 1. And this gives pro¯ts:

¦f = ¸pcf ¡ ¸
h
rkf + wnf

i
¡ rA1 Af1 > pcf ¡

h
rkf + wnf

i
¡ rA1 Af1 ¸ 0

Contradiction.

Case II: pcf < rkf +wnf .

In this case it must be true that ¦f < 0 if output is positive. Again a contradiction.

Case III: pcf = rkf +wnf .

Again, here it must be true that ¦f < 0 if Af1 > 0. And, if Af1 = 0 it follows that
cf must be zero from feasibility in the ¯rms problem. But then it must also be true
that kf = 0, and nf = 0 or pro¯ts will be negative. Again this is a contradiction.
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7.3 Concave Version

One solution is to get rid of the non-convexity/IRS in the ¯rms problem:

An equilibrium is:

Prices: (p; r; w; rA0 ; rA1 )

Quantity decisions for the households: (c; k; `; n; AHH) = zHH;

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: (cf ; kf ; nf ; Af1) = zf ;

Quantity decisions for the R&D ¯rms: (ARD0 ; ARD1 ; kRD; nRD) = zRD;

Speci¯cations of pro¯ts for HH, output ¯rm, R&D ¯rm: (¦HH ;¦f ;¦RD);

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Max(c;k;`;n)U(c; `)

subject to:

pc · rk + wn + rA0AHH0 + ¦HH ;

n+ ` · 1;

k · k0 k0 ¯xed;

AHH · AHH0 AHH0 ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Max(cf ;kf ;nf ;Af1) pcf ¡ rkf ¡ wnf ¡ rA1 Af1

subject to: cf · F (Af1; kf ; nf):

3) zRD is the solution to:

Max(ARD0 ;ARD1 ;kRD ;nRD) rA1 ARD1 ¡ rkRD¡ wnRD ¡ rA0ARD0

subject to: ARD1 · G(ARD0 ; kRD; nRD):

AND
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c = cf ;

k = kf + kRD;

n = nf + nRD;

Af1 = ARD1 ;

AHH = ARD0 ;

¦HH = ¦f +¦RD;

¦f = pcf ¡ rkf ¡ wnf ¡ rA1 Af1;

¦RD = rA1 ARD1 ¡ rkRD ¡ wnRD¡ rA0 ARD0 :

ASSUME: U , F , and G are all CRS.

Problems:

1. What does it mean to sell A?

2. Can the household sell its knowledge independent of its time?

These problems are still there from before. Also, is knowledge 'Social' or 'Indi-
vidual'?

Formally:
NOW FALSE Claim: ASSUME that both F and G are CRS. Then, no

equilibrium with positive output{ cf > 0 { exists:

This is a nice equilibrium Problem. Since there is a representative consumer, it is
equivalent to a Planner's Problem:

Max(c;kf ;kRD ;`;nf ;nRD ;A1)U (c; `)

subject to:

c · F (Af1; kf ; nf):

A1 · G(A0; kRD; nRD):

nf + nRD + ` · 1;

kf + kRD · k0;
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A0; k0 ¯xed.

EXISTENCE? sure

CHARACTERIZE through FOC's.

PROBLEM: CLAIM: There is no growth in the dynamic version unless the share
of labor in the R&D sector is zero.

7.4 Planner's Version

One solution is to simply look at the Planner's Problem Version of the problem:

Max(c;kf ;kRD ;`;nf ;nRD ;A1)U (c; `)

subject to:

c · A1F (kf ; nf):

A1 · G(A0; kRD; nRD):

nf + nRD + ` · 1;

kf + kRD · k0;

A0; k0 ¯xed.

EXISTENCE? sure

CHARACTERIZE:

SUBSTITUTE:

Max(kf ;nf ;nRD)U(G(A0; k0 ¡ kf ; nRD)F (kf ; nf); 1¡ nf ¡ nRD)

FOC's:

kf : Uc £ [G£ Fk ¡Gk £F ] = 0;

nf : Uc £G£ Fn ¡ U` = 0;

nRD : Uc £Gn £ F ¡ U` = 0:
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Algebra:

kf : G£ Fk = Gk £ F ;

nf : Uc £G£ Fn = U`;

nRD : Gn £ F = G£ Fn:

Why no GA? (Because it's ¯xed here!)

These are:

kf : marginal product of k is equalized across it's two uses;

nRD : marginal product of k is equalized across it's two uses;

nf : marginal value of ` when used as leisure equals its marginal value when
used to produce c.

Assume F (k; n) = k®n1¡®, G(A; k; n) = BAºAkºknºn.

Then, Fk = ®F=k, Fn = (1 ¡ ®)F=n, Gk = ºkG=k, and Gn = ºnG=n.

Substitute:

kf : G
Gk

= F
Fk
;

nf : Uc £G£ Fn = U`;

nRD : F
Fn

= G
Gn
:

Next:

kf : k0¡kf
ºk

= kf
® ;

nf : Uc £G£ Fn = U`;

nRD : nf
(1¡®) =

nRD
ºn
:

Next:

kf : ®(k0 ¡ kf ) = ºkkf ;

nf : Uc £G£ Fn = U`;

nRD : ºnnf = (1¡ ®)nRD:
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Assume U` = 0 (or some other form for U) to get complete solution:

kf : ®(k0 ¡ kf ) = ºkkf ;

®k0 = (ºk + ®)kf ;

kf = ®
ºk+®
k0 and kRD = ºk

ºk+®
k0;

nRD : ºnnf = (1¡ ®)(1 ¡nf);

(1¡ ®) £ 1 = (ºn + (1¡ ®))nf ;

nf = (1¡®)
(ºn+(1¡®)) £ 1 and nRD = ºn

(ºn+(1¡®)) £ 1:

A natural property.

How would you decentralize this? Just have government do everything?

8 Back to the Dynamic Versions

8.1 Try # 5: Making A purely private

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt; rAt )g1t=0

Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; xt; `t; nt)g1t=0 = zHH

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cft ; xft ; kft ; nft ; Aft )g1t=0 = zf

Quantity decisions for the R&D ¯rms: f(ARDt ; kRDt ; nRDt )g1t=0 = zRD

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xt;`t;nt)g1t=0
U((ct; `t)1t=0)

subject to:
P1
t=0 pt [ct + xt] · P1

t=0 [rtkt + wtnt] + ¦

kt+1 · (1¡ ±)kt + xt
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nt + `t · 1

k0 ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Maxf(cft ;xft ;kft ;nft ;Aft )g1t=0

P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
t )¡ rtkft ¡ wtnft ¡ pAt Aft

i

subject to: cft + x
f
t · F (Aft ; kft ; nft )

3) zRD is the solution to:

Maxf(ARDt ;Ardt ;kRDt ;nRDt )g1t=0
P1
t=0

h
rAt ARDt ¡ rtkRDt ¡ wtnRDt ¡ rAt Ardt

i

subject to: ARDt+1 · G(Ardt ; kRDt ; nRDt )

ARD0 is ¯xed.

AND

ct = cft

xt = xft

kt = kft + kRDt

nt = nft + nRDt

Aft + Ardt = ARDt

¦ = P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + xft ) ¡ rtkft ¡ wtnft ¡ rAt Aft

i
+P1

t=0

h
rAt ARDt ¡ rtkRDt ¡ wtnRDt ¡ rAt Ardt

i

IF both F and G satisfy the standard requirements, this looks like a standard
competitive model. So, this would be one way to do it. (I think.) Other Alternatives
are Below!

This looks a lot like that A(k; h) model, where the role of h is played here by
ARD, the role of k is played by k and the role of A is played by B, where G(A; k; n) =
(1¡ ±A)A+ BA´Ak´kn´n and ´A + ´k + ´n = 1. See below.
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8.2 Try Number 6

What happens with multiple ¯rms in Try Number 5?

R&D inside the output ¯rms:

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt)g1t=0

Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; xt; `t; nt)g1t=0 = zHH

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cjft ; xjft ; kjft ; kjRDt ; njft ; n
jRD
t ; Ajft )g1t=0 =

zjf , j = 1; :::; J

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xt;`t;nt)g1t=0
U((ct; `t)1t=0)

subject to:
P1
t=0 pt [ct + xt] · P1

t=0 [rtkt + wtnt] + ¦

kt+1 · (1¡ ±)kt + xt

nt + `t · 1

k0 ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Maxf(cjft ;xjft ;kjft ;kjRDt ;njft ;n
jRD
t ;Ajft ;A

jrd
t A

jRD
t )g1t=0

P1
t=0

h
pt(cjft + xjft ) ¡ rt(kjft + kjRDf ) ¡ wt(njft + njRDt )

i

subject to: cjft + xjft · F (Ajft ; kjft ; njft ), and,

AjRDt+1 ·G(Ajrdt ; kjRDt ; njRDt )

Ajft + Ajrdt · AjRDt
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AjRD0 is ¯xed.

AND

ct =
P
j c
jf
t

xt =
P
j x
jf
t

kt =
P
j

h
kjft + kjRDt

i

nt =
P
j

h
njft + njRDt

i

¦ = P
j ¦j

¦j =
P1
t=0

h
pt(cjft + xjft ) ¡ rt(kjft + kjRDt )¡ wt(njft + njRDt )

i

So, in this formulation, there is no trade in knowledge across ¯rms. It is purely
'knowledge in a ¯rm.'

How about if we change it to:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt; rAt )g1t=0

2) zf is the solution to:

Maxf(cjft ;xjft ;kjft ;kjRDt ;njft ;n
jRD
t ;Ajft ;A

jrd
t ;A

jRD
t )g1t=0

P1
t=0

h
pt(cjft + xjft ) ¡ rt(kjft + kjRDf ) ¡ wt(njft + njRDt ) ¡ rAt (Ajft + Ajrdt )

i

subject to: cjft + xjft · F (Ajft ; kjft ; njft ), and,

AjRDt+1 ·G(Ajft ; kjRDt ; njRDt )

AjRD0 is ¯xed.

And in feasibility make it:
P
j(Ajft + Ajrdt ) =

P
jAjRDt for all t.

Both of these are internally consistent models as long as the standard assumptions
are satisi¯ed (I think!!!). In particular, this requires that F (A; k; n) and G(A; k; n)
are CRS, concave, etc., etc.
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Issues:

1. Boundedness again.

2. Is R&D private or public? We'll return to this below.

8.3 A General Problem with Feasibility

This section discusses a General Problem arising with making F (A; k; n) andG(A; k; n)
CRS in (A; k; n). This is the problem that, if the technology does NOT exhibit

'LINEARITY IN THE REPRODUCIBLE FACTORS'

Then output is bounded along any feasible sequence.

To see this:

Suppose that F (A; k; n) = A®Ak®kn®n with ®A+®k+®n = 1, ®i > 0 for i = A; k; n,
and that G(A; k; n) = (1¡ ±A)A + BA´Ak´kn´n with ´A + ´k + ´®n = 1, ´i > 0 for
i = A; k; n,

Claim 3 Output is bounded along any feasible sequence.

To see this, simply note that yt = F (Aft ; kft ; nft ) · F (Aft ; kft ; 1) = Af®At kf®kt with
®A +®k < 1. Note that ±k ! 1 if k ! 1

I'll show this assuming ±k = ±A = 1. It's easy in the one sector model? Why is it
so hard here?

By successive substitution, note that we have

At+1 ·BA´At k´kt · BA´At [A®At¡1k
®k
t¡1]

´k = BA´At A
®A´k
t¡1 k

®k´k
t¡1

· BA´At A®A´kt¡1 [A®At¡2k
®k
t¡2]

®k´k = BA´At A
®A´k
t¡1 A

®A®k´k
t¡2 k®

2
k´k
t¡2 · :::

Let ¹At = max0·s·t As.

Then, we have

At+1 · ¹A´At ¹A®A´kt¡1 ¹A®A®k´kt¡2 k®
2
k´k
t¡2 · :::
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· k0¦ts=0A
´Aº

s

t¡s

where º = max(®k; ´k).

*********This looks wrong! Why does ´A appear in all of them???*****

This assumes that ¹At ¸ 1. We've also assumed that k0 ¸ 1, since the term that
would appear in the inequality is k®

t=2
k ´

t=2
k

0 if t is even, etc. If either of these does not
hold, they can be replaced by 1 in the inequalities and we can go on from there.

Then,

At+1 · k0¦ts=0A
´Aº

s

t¡s · k0¦ts=0
¹A´Aº

s

t · k0 ¹A´A=(1¡º)t .

Notice that by construction, 1 ¡ º = min(1 ¡ ®k; 1 ¡ ´k) ¸ 1 ¡ ®k > ®A since
®k + ®A < 1.

Thus, ®A=(1 ¡ º) < 1, and because of this, it follows that for large enough A,
k0A´A=(1¡º) < A.

Now suppose that At ! 1, moreover, assume that this is monotone (this keeps us
from having to carefully construct a subsequence which is minimally monotonically
increasing below){ At+1 > At for all t.

Then

At+1 · k0 ¹A´A=(1¡º)t = k0A
´A=(1¡º)
t · At a contradiction. This completes the proof

of the claim.

What about if ± < 1????? ***Majorize the functions by increasing the exponents
perhaps?****

This is simple to see in the one sector model| INTUITION and GRAPH!!!!

Again, we've run into a fundamental Problem with the approach. And it seems to
depend on almost nothing, only that there is the strictest sort of diminishing returns
in the reproducible factors. Note that it goes away if ´n = 0.

IN THE ONE SECTOR MODEL:

Here the constraint is:

ct + xkt + xAt · F (At; kt; nt) = BA®At k®kt n®nt with ®A+ ®k + ®n = 1, all positive.
With laws of motion given by:
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kt+1 · (1¡ ±)kt + xkt

At+1 · (1¡ ±A)At + xAt

In this case,

kt+1 ¡ kt · BA®At k®kt ¡ ±kt

At+1 ¡ At ·BA®At k®kt ¡ ±AAt

Can show that BA®At k®kt is maximized at At = Ákt. That is, the solution to the
problem:

MaxfA;kgBA®Ak®k s:t: A+ k · z

has Ak = Á, where Á depends on ®A; ®k; ± and ±A:

In this case,

BA®At k
®k
t · B (Ákt)®A k®kt = BÁ®kk®A+®kt ,

where, by assumption, ®A + ®k = 1¡ ®n < 1.

Thus, from above, we have that

kt+1 ¡ kt · BA®At k®kt ¡ ±kt · BÁ®kk®A+®kt ¡ ±kt.

But, since ®A +®k < 1, it follows that for large k,

BÁ®kk®A+®kt < ±kt and hence, kt+1 < kt:

A similar arguement holds for A if ±A > 0. Thus, if both ± > 0 and ±A > 0,
output is bounded.

If ±A = 0, the argument is more subtle, since it is, in this case FEASIBLE to have
At ! 1, and hence, have yt ! 1, but it can be shown that it is never optimal to
do this. (Right????)

*****Need to show that Á < 1, is this true even if ±A = 0????

This is NOT a problem if:

®n = ´n = 0 (maybe you only need ´n = 0?)
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However, in this case, wt = 0, and hence wtnt = 0 and hence, wtnt=yt = 0, not
the .67 or so that we observe in the data.

One 'out' of this is the A(k; h) model, where 'labor supply' is a mix of human
capital and hours. In this case, each 'R&D ¯rm' is a household where the output is
privately owned human capital. Thus, A in all of the notes above corresponds to h
in the A(k; h) model.

Even in this case, there are some issues about how you model things.

If z = nh, this is IRS in (n; h), although this is at the level of the individual
household. Some non-convexities at the 'micro-level' are okay{ e.g., indivisibilities in
the purchase of cars, etc. ****LOTTERIES????*****

Another issue that arises is the form that preferences/utility should take in this
case. Should it be:

U (c; `) = P
t ¯
tu(ct; `t) =

P
t ¯
t c1¡¾t
1¡¾ v(`)?

Or, should it be:

U (c; `; h) =
P
t ¯tu(ct; `tht) =

P
t ¯t 1

1¡¾ [v(ct; `tht)]
1¡¾

where v is homothetic { v(ct; `tht) = [µc½t + (1 ¡ µ)(`tht)½]1=½?

The second turns it into a concave problem.

******WRITE OUT THE HH PROBLEM HERE******

9 Alternatives:

What did we learn from our series of False Starts?

Factors to consider:

1. Is it an internally consistent speci¯cation of equilibrium? (I.e., does an equilib-
rium even exist?)

2. Will it Grow? (This requires linearity in the reproducible factors.)
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3. How sensitive is it to the speci¯cation of Industrial Structure? If it is VERY
sensitive, what is the 'right' Industrial Structure to use?

4. What is the source of di®erences across countries?

5. Are there any serious couter-factual implications? E.g., Interest rate facts.

6. What is measured TFP?

Approaches that will work/ have been used/ have some shot at success:

1. Drop Muliplicative A, i.e., Ak and A(k; h) models.

a) country di®erences?
b) still need linearity in the reproducible factors or else there is no growth.

2. IRS with Planner's Problem as the 'positive theory'

3. CRS at the individual level, but IRS at the aggregate level through external
e®ects, knowledge spillovers.

4. IRS at the individual level, but monopoly power/ monopolistic competition.

IRS, how it's handled, and 'size' of a country?

We'll say a bit about each of these.

Planner's Problem
a) country di®erences?
b) still need linearity in the reproducible factors or else there is no growth.
c) Decentralization?

External E®ects

a) country di®erences?
b) still need linearity in the reproducible factors or else there is no growth.
c) How exactly? Industrial Structure?

Monopolistic Competition

a) country di®erences?
b) still need linearity in the reproducible factors or else there is no growth.
c) How exactly? Industrial Structure?
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10 Convex Models of Endogenous Growth: The Ak
Model

In this version of the models, we identify A from the previous discussion with k in
the math. I.e., k = knowledge.

Here the equilibrium version of the model is:

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt)g1t=0

Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; xt)g1t=0 = zHH

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cft ; xft ; kft )g1t=0 = zf ,

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xt)g1t=0U ((ct)
1
t=0)

subject to:
P1
t=0 pt [ct + xt] · P1

t=0 [rtkt] + ¦

kt+1 · (1¡ ±)kt + xt

k0 ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Maxf(cft ;xft ;kft )g1t=0
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
t ) ¡ rtkft

i

subject to: cft + x
f
t · Akft :

AND

ct = cft

xt = xft

kt = kft
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¦ = P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + xft ) ¡ rtkft

i

Since this is a standard convex model with a representative household and a
representative ¯rm, the equilibrium is unique (if it exists *****What do you need for
this?****) and will solve the planners problem:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xt)g1t=0U ((ct)
1
t=0)

subject to:

[ct + xt] · Akt

kt+1 · (1¡ ±)kt + xt

k0 ¯xed.

Assuming that U(c) = P
t ¯
tu(ct), we have:

pt = ¯tu0(ct)=¯0u0(c0), and rt=pt = A for all t.

As you have seen in the past, and assuming that u(c) = c1¡¾=(1¡¾); this model
features constant growth at the rate ° where

° = [¯(1¡ ± + A)]1=¾ .

10.0.1 Di®erences in ki0 in the Ak Model

1. What is y
i
t
yjt
?

yit
yjt

= Akit
Akjt

= A°tki0
A°tkj0

= ki0
kj0

Thus, it's possible to have as wide a dispersion in y as wanted, but it must be
exactly matched by an equal dispersion (in relative terms) in k0s in any period.

2. Relationship between yit and future °? The growth rate does not depend
on initial conditions. So, if di®erences in levels in period t are due to di®erences in
k0ts then the future growth rate will not depend on the period t level. Thus, this
relationship should be °at.

3. Interest rates on loans (e.g., consumer borrowing) would be given by
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1 + Rt = 1 ¡ ± + rt = 1¡ ± + A

This does not depend on either initial conditions, or the current level of kt. So,
the observed interest rates should be the same for all observations.

4. What is measured TFP?

log(TFP it ) = log(y it) ¡ :33 log(kit)¡ :67 log(0) = ¡1

Not a very interesting answer! (This is just because we have assumed that labor
doesn't enter the production function, we will get a more interesting answer when we
look at the A(k; h) model below.

10.0.2 Di®erences in A in the Ak Model

1. What is y
i
t
yjt
?

yit
yjt

= Aikit
Ajkjt

= Ai°tik
i
0

Aj°tjk
j
0
= Ai°ti
Aj°tj

Where °i solves:

(°i)¾ = ¯ [1 ¡ ±k + Ai]

Thus, countries with larger Ai0s will have larger y i0s and this di®erence will grow
larger over time.

Thus, it's possible to have as wide a dispersion in y as wanted, and this is even
true without any initial di®erences in k0s, but it must be almost (because of the Ai=Aj
term) exactly matched by an equal dispersion (in relative terms) in k0s in any period.
Moreover, this dispersion grows over time.

2. Relationship between y it and future °? Countries with high yi are those coun-
tries with high Ai. These countries also have higher °i and so there should be an
increasing relationship between yit and °:

3. Relationship between yit and interest rates? Interest rates on loans (e.g., con-
sumer borrowing) would be given by

1 + Rit = 1 ¡ ± + rit = 1 ¡ ± +Ai
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Countries with high y i are those countries with high Ai. These countries also have
higher Ri and so there should be an increasing relationship between y it and Ri:

4. What is measured TFP?

log(TFP it ) = log(y it) ¡ :33 log(kit)¡ :67 log(0) = ¡1

Not a very interesting answer! (This is just because we have assumed that labor
doesn't enter the production function, we will get a more interesting answer when we
look at the A(k; h) model below.

10.0.3 Di®erences in ¯ in the Ak Model

Countries with high ¯ 0s have higher °0s.

1. What is y
i
t
yjt
?

yit
yjt

= Akit
Akjt

= A°tik
i
0

A°tj k
j
0
= A°ti
A°tj

Where °i solves:

(°i)¾ = ¯
i [1¡ ±k + A]

Thus, countries with larger ¯i0s will have larger yi0s and this di®erence will grow
larger over time.

Thus, it's possible to have as wide a dispersion in y as wanted, and this is even
true without any initial di®erences in k0s, but it must be exactly matched by an equal
dispersion (in relative terms) in k0s in any period. Moreover, this dispersion grows
over time.

2. Relationship between y it and future °? Countries with high yi are those coun-
tries with high ¯i. These countries also have higher °i and so there should be an
increasing relationship between yit and °:

3. Relationship between yit and interest rates? Interest rates on loans (e.g., con-
sumer borrowing) would be given by
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1 + Rit = 1 ¡ ± + rit = 1 ¡ ± +A

Countries with high yi are those countries with high ¯i. But, there is no relation-
ship between yit and Ri:

4. What is measured TFP?

log(TFP it ) = log(y it) ¡ :33 log(kit)¡ :67 log(0) = ¡1

Not a very interesting answer! (This is just because we have assumed that labor
doesn't enter the production function, we will get a more interesting answer when we
look at the A(k; h) model below.

10.1 Adding Policy in the Ak Model

New version of the model, TDCE only:

Here the equilibrium version of the model is:

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt)g1t=0
Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; xt)g1t=0 = zHH

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cft ; xft ; kft )g1t=0 = zf ,

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xt)g1t=0U ((ct)
1
t=0)

subject to:
P1
t=0 pt [ct + xt] · P1

t=0 [(1¡ ¿ k)rtkt + Tt] + ¦

kt+1 · (1¡ ±)kt + xt

k0 ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:
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Maxf(cft ;xft ;kft )g1t=0
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + xft ) ¡ rtkft

i

subject to: cft + x
f
t · Akft :

AND

gt + ct = cft

xt = xft

kt = kft

¦ = P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + xft ) ¡ rtkft

i

P
t [ptgt + Tt] =

P
t ¿trtkt

NOTE: What if taxes were on UNDEPRECIATED capital instead? I.e., T axt =
¿t(rt ¡ ±)kt?

Assuming that U(c) = P
t ¯tu(ct), we have:

pt = ¯tu0(ct)=¯0u0(c0), and rt=pt = A for all t.

As you have seen in the past, and assuming that ¿ t = ¿ for all t, this model
features constant growth at the rate °¿ where

°¿ = [¯(1 ¡ ± + (1¡ ¿)A)]1=¾.

10.1.1 Di®erences in ¿ in the Ak Model

Countries with high ¿ 0s have lower °0s.

1. What is y
i
t
yjt
?

yit
yjt

= Akit
Akjt

= A°tik
i
0

A°tj k
j
0
= °ti
°tj

Where °i solves:

(°i)¾ = ¯ [1 ¡ ±k + (1 ¡ ¿ i)A]
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Thus, countries with larger ¿ i0s will have smaller yi0s and this di®erence will grow
larger over time.

Thus, it's possible to have as wide a dispersion in y as wanted, and this is even
true without any initial di®erences in k0s, but it must be exactly matched by an equal
dispersion (in relative terms) in k0s in any period. Moreover, this dispersion grows
over time.

2. Relationship between y it and future °? Countries with high yi are those coun-
tries with low ¿ i. These countries also have higher °i and so there should be an
increasing relationship between yit and °:

3. Relationship between yit and interest rates? Interest rates on loans (e.g., con-
sumer borrowing) would be given by

1 + Rit = 1 ¡ ± + rit = 1 ¡ ± +A

or is this 1¡ ± + (1¡ ¿ i)A

******** I think that

100 ¤ [(1 ¡ ± +A) ¡ 1]

is the interest rate paid by ¯rms on loans, but
100 ¤ [(1 ¡ ± + (1¡ ¿ i)A)¡ 1]

is the amount received (after tax) by consumers.

Countries with high yi are those countries with low ¿ i. There no relationship
between yit and and the interest rates paid by ¯rms, but those countries with high y i
should be those countries with a low ¿ i and hence a high Ri:

4. What is measured TFP?

log(TFP it ) = log(y it) ¡ :33 log(kit)¡ :67 log(0) = ¡1

Not a very interesting answer! (This is just because we have assumed that labor
doesn't enter the production function, we will get a more interesting answer when we
look at the A(k; h) model below.
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10.1.2 Di®erences in ¹ in the Ak Model

The rate of in°ation is di®erent. For concreteness, have 2 goods, one with a CIA
constraint. Feasibility is:

c1t + c2t + xkt · Akt
kt+1 · (1¡ ±k)kt + xkt:

HH problem is:

max
P
t ¯tu(c1t; c2t)

Where u(c1t; c2t) = fµc½1t + (1 ¡ µ)c½2tg1=½:

There is no relationship between °0s and ¹i.

1. What is y
i
t
yjt
?

2. Relationship between yit and future °? none
3. Relationship between yit and interest rates? none for real rates at least.

4. What is measured TFP?

log(TFP it ) = log(y it) ¡ :33 log(kit)¡ :67 log(0) = ¡1

Not a very interesting answer! (This is just because we have assumed that labor
doesn't enter the production function, we will get a more interesting answer when we
look at the A(k; h) model below.

11 Convex Models of Endogenous Growth: The
A(k; h) Model

11.1 A(k; h) Models, Inelastic Labor Supply

Here, the equilibrium version of the model is:

In this version of the models, we identify A from the previous discussion with k
in the math. I.e., k = knowledge.
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Here the equilibrium version of the model is:

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt)g1t=0
Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; ht; xkt; xht; zt)g1t=0 = zHH

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cft ; xfht; xfkt; kft ; zft )g1t=0 = zf ,

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xt)g1t=0U ((ct)
1
t=0)

subject to:
P1
t=0 pt [ct + xkt + xht] ·

P1
t=0 [rtkt + wtzt] + ¦

kt+1 · (1¡ ±k)kt + xkt

ht+1 · (1¡ ±h)ht + xht

zt · ntht, nt · 1

(h0; k0) ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Maxf(cft ;xft ;kft )g1t=0
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
kt + x

f
ht) ¡ rtkft ¡ wtzft

i

subject to: cft + x
f
kt + x

f
ht · F (kft ; zft ):

AND

ct = cft

xkt = xfkt

xht = xfht

kt = kft

zt = zft
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¦ = P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + xfkt + x

f
ht) ¡ rtkft ¡ wtzft

i

Since this is a standard convex model with a representative household and a
representative ¯rm, the equilibrium is unique (if it exists *****What do you need for
this?****) and will solve the planners problem:

Maxf(ct ;kt;ht;xkt ;xht)g1t=0
U((ct)1t=0)

subject to:

[ct + xkt + xht] · F (kt; zt)

kt+1 · (1¡ ±k)kt + xkt

ht+1 · (1¡ ±h)ht + xht

zt = ht

(h0; k0) ¯xed.

Assuming that U(c) = P
t ¯tu(ct), we have:

pt = ¯tu0(ct)=¯0u0(c0), and rt=pt = Fk(kt; zt), wt = Fz(kt; zt) for all t.

As you have seen in the past, and assuming that u(c) = c1¡¾=(1¡¾); this model
features the two Euler equations:

(EEK)
h
ct+1
ct

i¾
= ¯ [1¡ ±k +Fk(kt; zt)], and

(EEH)
h
ct+1
ct

i¾
= ¯ [1 ¡ ±h +Fz(kt; zt)].

Thus,

¯ [1 ¡ ±k + Fk(kt; zt)] = ¯ [1¡ ±h +Fz(kt; zt)], or,

Fk(kt; zt) ¡ ±k = Fz(kt; zt)¡ ±h.

There is typically a single k=z ratio satisfying this constraint since the LHS is a
decreasing function of k=z and the RHS is an increasing function of k=z.

For example, assuming that F (k; z) = F (k; h) = Ak®h1¡® and that ±h = ±k, we
see that in this case Fk(kt;zt) = Fz(kt; zt) for all t which reduces to:

ht
kt

= 1¡®
® for all t

on any interior path. We'll assume that there is no issue about non-negativity of
either xkt and xht. (This is an assumption about (h0; k0).) Given this, we have that
Fk is given by:
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Fk(kt; ht) = Fz(kt; ht) = ®F (kt; ht)=kt

= ®Ak®¡1t h1¡®t = ®A
h
ht
kt

i1¡®
= ®A

h
1¡®
®

i1¡®
= A®®(1 ¡ ®)1¡®

Substituting this end we ¯nd that, in any interier equilibrium:
h
ct+1
ct

i¾
= ¯ [1¡ ±k + A®®(1¡ ®)1¡®] for all t.

Since the RHS does not depend on t, it follows that in any interior equilibrium,
there is constant growth in all factors at the rate:

° = [¯(1¡ ± + A®®(1 ¡ ®)1¡®)]1=¾.

11.1.1 Di®erences in Initial Conditions in the A(k; h) Model

Properties:

1. This does not depend on initial conditions. So, if di®erences in levels in period
t are due to di®erences in k0ts and/or h0ts then the future growth rate will not depend
on the period t levels.

2. Interest rates on loans (e.g., consumer borrowing) would be given by

1 + Rt = 1 ¡ ± + rt = 1¡ ± + A®®(1¡ ®)1¡®

This does not depend on either initial conditions, or the current level of kt. So,
the observed interest rates should be the same for all observations.

11.1.2 Di®erences in A0s (or ±k or ±h) in the A(k; h) Model

This gives rise to higher growth rates and higher interest rates in the high A countries.
It also gives rise to higher accumulation in higher A countries, of both k and h so it
gives a positive correlation between y0s, °0s, and h=y, k=y.

°i = [¯(1¡ ±i + Ai®®(1¡ ®)1¡®)]1=¾

1 + Rit = (1 ¡ ±i + Ai®®(1¡ ®)1¡®)
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11.2 Adding Fiscal Policy to the A(k; h) Model

New version of the model, TDCE only:

Here the equilibrium version of the model is:

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt)g1t=0

Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; ht; xkt; xht)g1t=0 = zHH

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cft ; xfkt; xfht; kft ; zft )g1t=0 = zf ,

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Maxf(ct ;kt;ht;xkt ;xht)g1t=0
U((ct)1t=0)

subject to:
P1
t=0 pt [ct + xkt + xht] ·

P1
t=0 [(1 ¡ ¿kt)rtkt + (1¡ ¿ nt)wtht + Tt] + ¦

kt+1 · (1¡ ±k)kt + xkt

ht+1 · (1¡ ±h)ht + xht

(h0; k0) ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Maxf(cft ;xfkt ;xfht ;kft ;zft )g1t=0

P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
kt + x

f
ht)¡ rtkft ¡ wtzft

i

subject to: cft + x
f
kt + x

f
ht · A

³
kft

´®
(zft )1¡®:

AND

gt + ct = cft

xt = xfkt

xht = xfht
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kt = kft

ht = zft

¦ =
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
kt + x

f
ht) ¡ rtkft ¡ wtzft

i

P
t [ptgt + Tt] =

P
t [¿ ktrtkt + ¿ ntwtht]

NOTE: What if taxes were on UNDEPRECIATED capital instead? I.e., T axt =
¿t(rt ¡ ±)kt?

Assuming that U(c) =
P
t ¯tu(ct), we have:

pt = ¯tu0(ct)=¯0u0(c0), and rt=pt = A for all t.

As you have seen in the past, and assuming that u(c) = c1¡¾=(1¡¾); this model
features the two Euler equations:

(EEK)
h
ct+1
ct

i¾
= ¯ [1¡ ±k + (1¡ ¿k)Fk(kt; zt)], and

(EEH)
h
ct+1
ct

i¾
= ¯ [1 ¡ ±h + (1 ¡ ¿n)Fz(kt; zt)].

Thus,

¯ [1 ¡ ±k + (1¡ ¿ k)Fk(kt; zt)] = ¯ [1¡ ±h+ (1¡ ¿ n)Fz(kt; zt)], or,

(1¡ ¿k)Fk(kt; zt) ¡ ±k = (1¡ ¿ n)Fz(kt; zt) ¡ ±h.

There is typically a single k=z ratio satisfying this constraint since the LHS is a
decreasing function of k=z and the RHS is an increasing function of k=z.

For example, assuming that F (k; z) = F (k; h) = Ak®h1¡® and that ±h = ±k, we
see that in this case (1¡ ¿ k)Fk(kt; zt) = (1 ¡ ¿n)Fz(kt; zt) for all t which reduces to:

ht
kt

= 1¡®
®

1¡¿n
1¡¿k for all t

on any interior path. We'll assume that there is no issue about non-negativity of
either xkt and xht. (This is an assumption about (h0; k0).) Given this, we have that
Fk is given by:

Fk(kt; ht) = ®F (kt; ht)=kt

= ®Ak®¡1t h1¡®t = ®A
h
ht
kt

i1¡®
= ®A

h
1¡®
®

1¡¿n
1¡¿ k

i1¡®
= A®®(1¡®)1¡®

h
1¡¿n
1¡¿k

i1¡®

Substituting this end we ¯nd that, in any interier equilibrium:
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h
ct+1
ct

i¾
= ¯

·
1¡ ±k + (1¡ ¿ k)A®®(1 ¡®)1¡®

h
1¡¿n
1¡¿k

i1¡®¸

= ¯ [1¡ ±k + (1¡ ¿ k)®(1 ¡ ¿n)1¡®A®®(1¡ ®)1¡®] for all t.

Since the RHS does not depend on t, it follows that in any interior equilibrium,
there is constant growth in all factors at the rate:

° = [¯ [1¡ ±k + (1 ¡ ¿k)®(1 ¡ ¿ n)1¡®A®®(1¡ ®)1¡®]]1=¾ .

This simpli¯es to:

° = [¯ [1¡ ±k + (1 ¡ ¿)A®®(1¡ ®)1¡®]]1=¾

when ¿ n = ¿ k.

This is decreasing in each tax rate. Alternatively, it is decreasing in ¿ k and is also
lower (higher) when 1¡¿n

1¡¿ k moves below (above) 1: So, there are e®ects of both the
'level' of taxes, and the composition of taxes.

11.2.1 The E®ects of Taxes in the A(k; h) model

Properties:

1. This does not depend on initial conditions. So, if di®erences in levels in period
t are due to di®erences in k0ts and/or h0ts then the future growth rate will not depend
on the period t levels.

2. Interest rates on loans (e.g., consumer borrowing) would be given by

1 + Rt = 1 ¡ ±k + (1¡ ¿ k)®(1¡ ¿ n)1¡®A®®(1 ¡ ®)1¡®

This does not depend on either initial conditions, or the current level of (ht; kt).
So, the observed interest rates should be the same for all observations.

This reduces to:

1 + Rt = 1 ¡ ±k + (1¡ ¿ )A®®(1¡ ®)1¡®

if ¿k = ¿ n = ¿ :

3. However, if hi0 = hi
0
0 , ki0 = ki

0
0 and ¿ in = ¿ ik = ¿ i < ¿ i

0 = ¿ i0n = ¿ i0k and 1960 6= 0
(i.e., time doesn't start in 1960), then yi1960 > yi

0
1960 and °i > °i0. So, it the only
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di®erence in countries is in tax rates and these are PERMANENT, we should see a
pattern between yi1960 and °i.

4.********* There is not a pattern to measured, before tax, interest rates however,
since these are given by

1 + Rit = 1 ¡ ± + (1 ¡ ¿k)®(1¡ ¿ n)1¡®A®®(1 ¡ ®)1¡®

Is this right?

11.2.2 The E®ects of Productive Government Spending in the A(k; h)
model

what exercise?

1. gt to h? i.e., ht+1 · (1¡ ±h) + xht + gt, with ptgt = Tt for all periods?

Is there a neutrality result for this one?

or

2. subsidize h? i.e., ¿xht < 0 with Tt = pt¿ xhtxht?

Here, we should see h go up. This should increase growth, but perhaps decrease
welfare.

What is the de¯nition of equilibrium in this setting?

Set it up to allow for both:

New version of the model, TDCE only:

Here the equilibrium version of the model is:

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt)g1t=0
Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; ht; xkt; xht)g1t=0 = zHH
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Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cft ; xfkt; xfht; kft ; zft )g1t=0 = zf ,

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Maxf(ct ;kt;ht;xkt ;xht)g1t=0
U((ct)1t=0)

subject to:
P1
t=0 pt [ct + xkt + (1 + ¿xht)xht] · P1

t=0 [rtkt +wtht + Tt] + ¦

kt+1 · (1¡ ±k)kt + xkt

ht+1 · (1¡ ±h)ht + xht + gt

(h0; k0) ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Maxf(cft ;xfkt ;xfht ;kft ;zft )g1t=0

P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
kt + x

f
ht)¡ rtkft ¡ wtzft

i

subject to: cft + xfkt + x
f
ht · A

³
kft

´®
(zft )1¡®:

AND

ct = cft

xt = xfkt

gt + xht = xfht

kt = kft

ht = zft

¦ =
P1
t=0

h
pt(cft + x

f
kt + x

f
ht) ¡ rtkft ¡ wtzft

i

P
t [ptgt + Tt] = 0

Assuming that U(c) = P
t ¯
tu(ct), with u(c) = c1¡¾=(1 ¡ ¾), the FOC's for the

HH problem are:

ct : ¯tuc(t) = ¸
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kt+1 : ¸ [rt+1 ¡ pt + (1¡ ±k)pt+1] = 0

ht+1 : ¸ [wt+1 ¡ (1 + ¿xh)pt + (1 + ¿xh)(1 ¡ ±h)pt+1] = 0

OR

kt+1 : pt = [rt+1 + (1 ¡ ±k)pt+1]

ht+1 : pt(1 + ¿xh) = [wt+1 + (1 + ¿xh)(1¡ ±h)pt+1]

OR

kt+1 : pt = pt+1 [Fk(t+1) + (1¡ ±k)]

ht+1 : pt(1 + ¿xh) = pt+1 [Fh(t+ 1)+ (1 + ¿ xh)(1 ¡ ±h)]

ht+1 : pt = pt+1

h
1

(1+¿xh)
Fh(t +1) + (1 ¡ ±h)

i

Substituting for pt from above gives:

kt+1 :
h
ct+1
ct

i¾
= ¯ [Fk(t+1) + (1¡ ±k)]

ht+1 :
h
ct+1
ct

i¾
= ¯

h
1

(1+¿xh)
Fh(t +1) + (1 ¡ ±h)

i

Notice that this is just EXACTLY the same as what we had in the section above
on taxes where ¿ k = 0 and (1¡ ¿ n) = 1

(1+¿xh)
.

Thus, assuming that ±k = ±h and that the production function is Cobb-Douglas,
we see that we get:

° =
·
¯

·
1¡ ±k +

h
1

(1+¿ xh)

i1¡®
A®®(1¡ ®)1¡®

¸¸1=¾

Note that ° is decreasing in ¿ xh and hence a subsidy increases °.

11.3 Alternative Technologies for h Accumulation

Learning by doing, public/private, ¯rms and IRS

LBD as perfect complements, standard A(k; h) as perfect substitutes, things in
between?

It's easy to imagine alternative, reasonable models of the formation of human
capital:
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1. Suppose that there is learning on the job, i.e., other things equal, you get
more h if you work more. This can be captured by:

ht+1 · (1¡ ±h)ht + G(xht;zt)

where zt = ntht as an example. If G(x; z) = AGx®Gz1¡®G then ®G = 1 is the
example above, and ®G = 0 says that xh does not a®ect the accumulation of h, only
work experience does.

Alternatively, one could adapt the output sector instead:

max(ct + xkt; µxht) · F (kt; zt)

and

ht+1 · (1¡ ±h)ht + xht

would give knowledge accumulation proportional to output by assumption. This
is the opposite extreme to our base case. In the base case, we assumed that output
for c+xk and xh are perfect substitutes. This makes them perfect complements. But,
once we've said that other alternatives come to mind:

[µ(ct + xkt)½ + (1¡ µ)x½ht]1=½ · F (kt; zt)

ht+1 · (1¡ ±h)ht + xht

with ½ ¸ 1.

is the most obvious generalization that nests both of these extreme cases. And
then sensible discussions can be had about the alternatives: Is new worker ability a
substitute for, or a complement to the production of output?

2. The second obvious kind of qualitative change that one might make is to
formally include a separate sector for the production of Education. In this case, the
feasibility restrictions would look something like:

ct + xkt · F (kyt ; zyt )

xht · G(kht ; zht )

kyt + kht · kt

zyt + zht · zt = ntht

and
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ht+1 · (1¡ ±h)ht + xht

Obviously, our base care corresponds to the aggregation assumption that F = G
but other possibilities could be explored. Of particular interest is allowing for the
possibility that G is more labor intensive that F is, with the idea being that one of the
key inputs into G is the time of the students. Thus, something like F (k; z) = Ak®z1¡®

and G(k; z) = Ahk´z1¡´ with ´ < ® would be called for.

One has to be careful with this. This is not the same as having 2 kinds of labor in
the production function, one 'skilled' i.e., teachers, and one 'unskilled', i.e., students,
and to do this would require some careful thinking about the relative productivity of
students and teachers with their time aggregated according to opportunity costs (i.e.,
output sector wage rates). It also is not the same as doing a more detailed model
with people of di®erent ages in which the young are students and the old are teachers.

Each of these alternatives (or both) brings with it some special considerations with
respect to the tax code. For example, in the ¯rst: Is xh part of the compensation of
workers? I.e., one of the things that workers take away from the job at the end of the
day is the new knowledge that they have accumulated from working. Should this be
modelled as a market transaction with the income °ows taxed at income tax rates?
Or is this a non-market transaction?

Similarly with the second approach, is the second sector taxed at all? Is the time
of students taxed? Etc.

11.4 A(k; h) Models, Elastic Labor Supply

Here, the equilibrium version of the model is:

What should the utility function be?

max
P
t ¯tu(ct; `t)

OR

max P
t ¯tu(ct; `tht)?????
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12 Individual Heterogeneity Within a Country

There are a continuum of households indexed by i 2 [0; 1] and a continuum of ¯rms
indexed by j 2 [0; 1]. They are all identical, the households have the same utility
functions, initial endowments and labor supplies. The ¯rms all have the same tech-
nology. For simplicity, we will assume that each consumer has an equal share in each
of the ¯rms.

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pt; rt; wt)g1t=0
Quantity decisions for the households: f(cit; kit; xikt; `it; nit)g1t=0 = zHHi
Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cfjt; xfjkt; kfjt; nfjt)g1t=0 = z

f
j ,

SUCH THAT:

1) For each i 2 [0; 1], zHHi is the solution to:

Maxf(cit;kit;xikt;xiht;nmit;nhit ;`it)g1t=0

P
t ¯tu(cit; `it) or

P
t ¯tu(cit; `ithit)

subject to:
P1
t=0 pt [cit + xikt + xiht] · P1

t=0 [rtkit + wtzmit] + ¦i

kit+1 · (1¡ ±k)kit + xikt

hit+1 · (1¡ ±h)hit +Gi(xiht; hit; nhit)

zmit = nmithit

nmit + nhit + `it · 1;

(hi0; ki0) ¯xed.

Here, nmit is the amount of time working in the market, while, nhit is the amount
of time devoted to 'learning' or, augmenting one's own stock of human capital. It's
natural to assume that Gi(xiht; hit; nhit) = Gi(xiht; zhit), where zhit = nhithit is the
quantity of 'e®ective' labor used in learning. This would make it symmetric with
the formulation above with respect to e®ective labor in the market activity. Simi-
larly, putting `ithit in the utility function makes this quality adjusted hours a®ecting
utility. This has some technical advantages over the alternative of `it entering the
utility function, since then the problem can be reformalized as a standard concave
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maximization problem. This is, or course, irrelevant in the inelastic labor supply
version.

2) For each j 2 [0; 1], zfj is the solution to:

Maxf(cfjt;xfjkt;xfjht;kfjt;zfjt)g1t=0
P1
t=0

h
pt(cfjt + x

f
jkt + x

f
jht) ¡ rtkfjt ¡ wtzfjt

i

subject to: cfjt + x
f
jkt · F (kfjt; zfjt):

AND
R 1
0 citdi =

R 1
0 c
f
jtdj

R 1
0 xiktdi =

R 1
0 x
f
jktdj

R 1
0 kitdi =

R 1
0 k
f
jtdj

R 1
0 nitdi =

R 1
0 n
f
jtdj

R 1
0 ¦idi =

R 1
0

P1
t=0

h
pt(cfjt + x

f
jkt) ¡ rtkfjt ¡ wtnfjt

i
dj

Kt =
R 1
0 k
f
jtdj

As is standard, in this formulation, we will, for each HH get 2 Euler Equations
governing the dynamics of individual savings/investment decisions. For simplicity,
we assume that labor is inelastically supplied. In this case, we have:

(EEK)
h
cit+1
cit

i¾
= ¯

h
1¡ ±k + rt+1

pt+1

i

Since the right hand side of this equation does NOT depend on i, it follows
immediately that the growth rate of consumption is the same for all households.
Note that this depends on the assumption that both ¾ and ¯ are the same for all
households.

Similarly, there is an EE for the accumulation of h:

(EEH)
h
cit+1
cit

i¾
= ¯ [¤i]

FILL IN WHAT ¤i IS!

Since the LHS doesn't depend on i, it follows that the right hand side doesn't
either. I.e., The natural condition holds, all investments by all individuals in all assets
(both physical and human capital) are, in equilibrium equal to a common interest
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rate, which can be thought of as the implicit interest rate on loans to consumers for
consumption loans,

1 + Rt = 1
¯

h
cit+1
cit

i¾
.

MOSTLY CONJECTURES BELOW HERE:

In some simple cases, one can go further. For example, suppose Gi = xhit for all
i.

Conjecture 4 In this case, the system is always on the BGP after period t = 1, with
hit+1
hit

= ° where °¾ = ¯ [1 ¡ ±k + Fk]. Note that Fk doesn't depend on j (since it is
the common rp for all j). (Does this implicitly ignore non-negativity constraints?)

If this is right, then not only is it true that consumption growth is equal across all
households, productivity growth is also equal across all households. So, the picture is
that some households are initially 'richer' than others, they have higher initial levels
of c and this 'advantage' persists inde¯nitely.

What about a more general form of accumulation in whichGi = Bix´hit(nhithit)1¡´?

Conjecture 5 If Bi = B for all i, the conjecture still holds. Maybe even for CRS
G0is that are identical across households?

What is TFP in an economy like this?

TFPt = yt
[
R
I
kitdi]:33[

R
I
nmitdi]:67

:

Note that there is implicitly a GNP accounting assumption here. This is that
none of the nhit is counted in hours in the data (as it might be if nhit were training
received while at the workplace). Making the standard assumptions that there is a
representative ¯rm with a Cobb-Douglas productin function, F (k; z) = Ak®z1¡® we
get:

yt = A [
R
I kitdi]

® [
R
I zmitdi]

1¡® = A [
R
I kitdi]

® [
R
I nmithitdi]

1¡®

Thus, we have:

TFPt = yt
[
R
I
kitdi]:33[

R
I
nmitdi]:67

= A[
R
I
kitdi]®[

R
I
nmithitdi]1¡®

[
R
I
kitdi]:33[

R
I
nmitdi]:67

= A [
R
I
nmithitdi]:67

[
R
I
nmitdi]:67
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This is kind of a mess unless nmit doesn't depend on i. I think that would hold
under either of the Conjectures given above, but have not tried to show it. Assuming
that this is correct we get:

TFPt = A
[nmt

R
I
hitdi]:67

[Inmt]:67
= A[Inmt

¹ht]:67
[Inmt ]:67

= A
h
¹ht

i:67

where ¹ht = 1
I

R
I hitdi.

An interesting question would be how does all of this analysis change if Bi is
NOT independent of i. This would be a way to capture the idea that some people
are 'better learners' than others. (Or any other kinds of di®erences across Gi, e.g.,
Gi = µixhit:) In this case, would it still be true that nmit and nhit are independent of
i for example? Or would a planner optimally choose to have good learners do most
of the h accumulation? (And hence it would also occur in equilibrium...)

Although these are interesting discussions that allow us to get closer to some of
the applied labor literature, it is not clear how (or IF), these considerations a®ect our
tables.

13 Convex Models: The Two Sector Model

13.1 The Two Sector Model with Inelastic Labor Supply

In this version of the models, we identify A from the previous discussion with k in
the math. I.e., k = knowledge.

Here the equilibrium version of the model is:

An equilibrium is:

a sequence of prices: f(pct; pxt; rt; wt)g1t=0

Quantity decisions for the households: f(ct; kt; xkt; nt)g1t=0 = zHH

Quantity decisions for the output ¯rms: f(cft ; xfkt; kft ; kfct; kfxt; nf ; nfct; nfxt)g1t=0 = zf ,

SUCH THAT:

1) zHH is the solution to:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xt)g1t=0U((ct)
1
t=0)

subject to:
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P1
t=0 [pctct + pxtxkt] ·

P1
t=0 [rtkt +wtnt] + ¦

kt+1 · (1¡ ±k)kt + xkt

nt · 1

k0 ¯xed.

2) zf is the solution to:

Maxf(cft ;xfkt ;kft ;kfct;kfxt;nf ;nfct ;nfxt)g1t=0
P1
t=0

h
pctcft + pxtx

f
kt ¡ rtkft ¡ wtnft

i

subject to:

cft · F (kfct; nfct);

xfkt · Akfxt;

kfxt + kfct · kft ;

nfxt + nfct · nft ;

AND

ct = cft

xkt = xfkt

kt = kft

nt = nft

¦ =
P1
t=0

h
pctcft + pxtxfkt ¡ rtkft ¡ wtnft

i

Since this is a standard convex model with a representative household and a
representative ¯rm, the equilibrium is unique (if it exists *****What do you need for
this?****) and will solve the planners problem:

Maxf(ct ;kt;xkt ;kct ;kxt ;nct ;nxt)g1t=0
U((ct)1t=0)

subject to:

ct · F (kct; nct);
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xkt · Akxt;

kt+1 · (1¡ ±k)kt + xkt;

kct + kxt · kt;

nct + nxt · 1;

k0 ¯xed.

1. Show there is growth.

2. Show you are always on the BGP.

3. Find the relative prices of c and x, pct and pxt and show pxt
pct ! 0:

4. Find an expression for GNPt for the CE implementation above.

5. Show that Labor's Share of GNP is constant and non-zero in the implementa-
tion of equilibrium given above.

6. Add heterogeneity in a) initial conditions, b) preferences c) technologies and
construct tables.

7. Add policy to the model. How does the growth rate depend on taxation across
the 2 sectors?

8. Add policy Heterogeneity to the model and construct tables.
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